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First, a couple of good articles to understand the method: Life is Horrid Without ORID: 3 Tips for the ToP 

Focused Conversation – North Star Facilitators and The ORID Method (Objective, Reflective, Interpretive 

and Decisional) - Extension Practice | Extension Practice (extensionaus.com.au). 

Now, a few thoughts about ORID. ORID is a process of focusing a group’s discussion away from lots of 

bits of data to a decisional point that informs a next step. The next step does not have to be large. It 

simply has to move the group toward a next step.  

Objective – “This first sets the scene.  Provides the context.  Establishes the facts and introduces any 

data sources that are behind the subject.  It provides the basis for all parties to ‘get on the same 

page.’”  Simple ways into this step are: What did you / we learn? What do I / we know? 

Reflective – “During this phase participants are helped to identify or context their own situation to the 

subject, objectives or learning outcomes in questions.  It gets out their reactions and feelings towards 

the subject.” The aim here is to explore impact. Simple ways into this step: What did knowing evoke? 

Where did you feel this?  

Interpretive –“In this phase assistance is provided with additional information or the opportunity for 

further questioning that helps participants to learn further about the subject and identify what it is that 

may be important to them in respect to it.”  The aim of this step to explore the so what!? Simple ways to 

explore this are: What are we to make of this? What are the implications of this knowing? Of its impact? 

Decisional – “This is the final stage that helps draw conclusions and documents what future actions may 

be taken by people; given the discussion that has already taken place in the first three phases.” The aim 

of the final step is to move the group toward resolution and action. Simple ways to explore this are: 

What are our next steps? 
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